Project: K-pop Dance Contest
- goal of the project: I made the dance competition
related to K-pop which has recently become widely
popular around the world. My intention was to raise
awareness about Korea through this popular genre of
music. As a main tool for promoting this contest
served #kpopUPOLcontest - therefore, I tried to raise
awareness about Korean studies in Olomouc as well.
- short analysis of the contest: Since I’m from
Slovakia, I was trying to promote this contest not only
in Czech Republic, but also in Slovakia (even though
primary focus was still on Czech Republic).
I was promoting the contest mainly through social
media (Instagram and Facebook = some of the most
used social media in Czech Republic) - I posted a main
poster (pic.1) with all the information and rules (pic.2)
on my profiles, plus, I also added the link to this poster
to some K-pop related fan groups on Facebook and
wrote to some sites which are posting K-pop related
things if they could post my contest poster (pic.3;
pic.4).
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My target was to let the people who are interested in
Korean culture know about this event and then let them
promote the contest the most possible. This was ensured
also by #kpopUPOLcontest. The contestants who
participated in the contest were supposed to add this
hashtag to their posted video on Youtube and also on
Instagram, so that all the people who will see their video will
automatically see the hashtag. This was supposed to make it
easier to raise the awareness about the contest.
The most important thing in evaluating the contestants
was the number of likes and views on videos. The
contestants were therefore encouraged to share and
promote their videos (which also helped in getting better
recognition of the event).
As the primary motivation for people to participate served
prize (1 300 Kč). Apart from money, another reason to
participate could be that there is not a lot of K-pop
competitions in Czech Republic - even though people who do
K-pop dance covers seem to like this kind of events. Plus the
whole contest was online - therefore it was up to the contestants where they want to film the
video - they didn’t have to come to a specific place where the contest would be held, they could
comfortably shoot at their homes.
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The contest lasted for a month, so the contestants had quite a lot of time to participate. I also made
a special e-mail (pic.5) for this occasion where the contestants would send their applications.

Another strategy to raise interest for this contest was
a special secondary prize. Anyone who tagged at least 5 of
his/her friends under the post had a chance to win a special
surprise award which consisted of things related to Korea
and K-pop. Thanks to people tagging at least 5 other people,
the awareness of contest grew even more.
Apart from online promotion, I also tried to promote the
contest with paper posters in Olomouc. I placed them mostly
in the places where students could find them - in
dormitories, at university, in library (pic.7-19).
- results of the project: In the end, there were 5 applications
(pic.6) for the contest. From the views and likes of the videos
(pic.20, for more information, check the links to the
contestants‘ videos), we could say that the contest was
pretty succesful. Especially thanks to the 2 well known Czech
k-pop dance cover groups, the contest could reach even
larger audience.
After every week, I posted regularly a new poster (pic.21)
to remind people of how much time had passed and to
encourage them to participate. Thanks to that strategy, I was
able to reach to people who had missed the first
annoucement of the contest and to attract more potentional
participants.
Except me, 1 quite popular fansite among Czech and
Slovak k-pop fans also re-posted some of the contest’s
videos (pic.22-23) and the participants themselves did
a good job in promoting their videos as well (pic.24).
As for the results of the tag event (=chance to win
a special prize), there were 3 participants (pic.25-26).
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Links to the contestants‘ videos:
1) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDm_BFkBHjI
2) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKBgPZcTzz4
3)https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbguxBqYid0&feature=
youtu.be
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4)https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j72XZdbutqA&feature=y
outu.be&fbclid=IwAR06w4WeNxqpGKjj2DY9WpRn_16FFbjceG
PrGUwuHUvsoe1EE2tZZ6l8XQY
5) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ki8s9HjpE60

